
8 Arm Chandelier Assembly Instructions

Step 1
Thread crown nut onto 9cm threaded tube and attach
 3pc crystal cluster via hole on end of crown nut.

Step 3
Place small end of hub crystal against underside of 
steel hub. Using item from step 1 insert up through 
hub crystal and through steel hub. Fasten hand tight
 with 2.3cm slotted nut.

Step 4
Attach 8 arms to center hub. Insert wires from arm 
through hole in center hub and place retaining nut 
over wires and secure tightly. Repeat until all 8 arms
are securely attached and do not twist easily.

Step 4
Twist wires clockwise 1 from each arm together to 
form 2 separate groups of 8 wires. You may find it 
easier to first twist in pairs or fours then complete 
the set of 8. 

Step 6
Insert power cord through end attachment on 40cm 
hanging chain and 10cm chrome tube threaded on 
each end.

Step 7
Slide 1 tube cap  backwards, 25cm chrome tube and 1 tube 
cap forwards onto power cord. DO NOT ASSEMBLE YET
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Step 2Place small end of decorative washer into hub crystal
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Step 8
Insert power cord through hole on center hub cap and through 
3.5cm threaded tube

Step 9
Insert cord down through slotted coupling nut and feed 
approximately 8 inches of wire through matching the 
approximate length of the 2 wire clusters
Note: you will usually end up with 1 black and 1 white 
set of wires, however occasionally all wires may be of 
the same color.

Step 10
Twist 1 end of the power cord wire to 1 of the 8 wire bunched 
created in step 5. Remember to twist the wires in a clockwise 
direction. Secure wire ends with wire nuts by twisting on end of 
wires in clockwise direction until a slight resistance is felt. Small
 cable ties or electrical tape can be used to aid in the securing 
of the wire groups.

Step 11
Place crystal dish on each arm and slide chrome over light 
socket. Note: Install light bulbs and plug chandelier in to test that 
all 8 lights function. If not it may be necessary to recheck wire and
 plug connections. Proceed to step 12 when all lights work.

Step 12
Tuck wires to inside of center hub taking care not to leave and 
wires protruding where they may be pinched when installing cap. 

Step 13
Feed 3.5cm threaded tube down power cord and finger tighten 
onto exposed end of slotted coupling nut until slightly touches 
power cord.
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Step 16
Install quick link onto end of 40cm hanging chain and insert 
cord through quick link and tighten

Step 14
Install center hub cap – again insure no wires are pinched 
between cap and hub. Secure hub lid hand tight using first
 tube cap and screwing onto 3.5cm tube part pertruding 
out from hub cap.

Step 15
Thread all remaining components back towards plug end one at a 
time until single piece is achieved – hand tighten securely.

Now twist the assembly counter clockwise approximately 6-8
 turns. this will induce some torque into the power cord. 
Lower down onto steel hub until threads connect and 
making sure power cords is not encumbered allow the twist 
to release from the counter rotation while at the same time 
threading onto tube cap. Hand tighten just until firm. Don't 
worry if you twist 1 or 2 turns into the wire the other direction
 during this step it is quite common.
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Proceed to crystal assembly and installation.


